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Abstract 
Nowadays, museums as establishments have become a vital tool as an educational setting in modern and contemporary countries. 
Museum education means to benefit from the available resources at the museum. Museums can be considered as educational 
institutions. Students experience different lifestyles through drama in museum education. When museums, historical and cultural 
sites are to be used for educational purposes the collaboration of tourist guides and teachers are needed. The aim of this drama 
practice is to re-live history while tourists and tour guides tour museums and historical sites.  This practice of drama draws 
attention by giving examples of past lifestyles. Drama being the foremost method, along with other methods used in the museum 
educational plan, 12 tourist guides and 20 teachers participated in the events held at Salamis ruins. Teachers and participants in 
charge of the event wore symbolic crowns and white costumes representing that period making the practice even more powerful. 
As a result of the first practice assessments, changes were made in the action plan for the project consultant, the drama specialist, 
the tourist guide and the teachers. In this study, some activity examples for the museum education plan have been provided. 
Participants reported that throughout the sharing process, touring such places using these different methods make the trip much 
more fun, and permanent in their memories and that co-operation of teachers and tourist guides is necessary. In order for projects 
like this to become a widespread event it is agreed that other museums and locations should be involved also. 
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1. Introduction 
  Museums stand for cultural improvement and its subsequent development while researching on materials related 
with local environment. These materials are collected from, protected by and shared via the museums after 
scrutinizing the information gathered for educational purposes and aesthetic worries of local population. Museums 
are independent, and stable foundations. “Museum education” stands for planning and executing effective activities 
focused on learning and experiencing within the atmosphere of a museum. Contemporary approaches on museum 
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keeping, though, have led improvements on educational purposes of museums in turn (Zilcioğlu, 2008, 10). 
Museums are great sources of motivation for creativity; as, they provide objects with great meanings entwined with 
them, which eventually lead individuals to consider broader cognitions via both intellectual and physical means. 
When combined with creative drama method, museums thus offer explorative and vital activities for educational 
purposes (Mergenci, Onur, 2000, 34).  
Creative drama uses theatric or drama techniques such as improvisation, role playing and etc. within a group 
atmosphere to let individuals reconsider a lifetime, an incident, an idea, an abstract thought or sometimes a behavior 
via reorganizing their old cognitive patterns. Experiences, emotions and cognitions are reevaluated via enacting, 
leading to vitalizing and signifying meaning after refreshing effects of creative drama (San, 1990, 577). Museums 
concretize experiences attained at school. Drama education helps students: In museums, students can focus their 
attention via natural means, completely use their sense organs to explore and intrigue within activities to experience 
more profoundly. The teacher can discuss issues with students, which were never encountered nor experienced. 
Drama work in museums lets students to spectate, touch, smell, hold objects and use tools which eventually leads 
students to activate their interaction with the educational environment and possibly develop curiosity to historical 
issues (which otherwise would not have been appealing for them to feel curious about) (Adıgüzel, 2003, 30-31). 
2. Background Information 
  Contemporary educational approach needs methods for questioning, criticizing, justifying and synthesizing 
knowledge for concurrent occurences in life. One of such methods is creative drama. Its power in education lies with 
its by default involvement with playing. Drama allows the individual to step on a journey amongst past occurrences 
that leads to self-realization (Horoz, 2010). 
Ancient City of Salamis is located 6 kms north from Famagusta, in North Cyprus. It was discovered amongst 
wooden and clay layers and brought back to surface between 1952 and 1974. Excavations were halted in 1974, and 
resumed in 1998 with the aid of Ankara University. Migrations during the end of the Bronze Age led tribes from 
Anatolia and Achaeans from Greece to found Salamis. Some other sources also suggest that the son of the king of 
the island of Salamis, Tefkros of Telamon, joined to the battle of Troy and later found the city in Cyprus. The oldest 
findings from the city correlate with 11th century BC, according to sources derived from its Necropolis. Asyrian, 
Egyptian and Persian rule was preceded with Alexander the Great in Salamis. After the death of the latter, the city 
runs into a very politically unstable period and had been governed by many. Phtole means, later on, occupied Cyprus 
and hence chooses Salamis as the capital city. This thriving period for the city also commenced during Roman 
Empire period. The city itself, though, suffered from significant amounts of physical deterioration thanks to great 
earthquakes having had appeared during between 332 and 342 AD throughout Mediterranean coasts. The Byzantine 
Empire Constantin the Second reconstructed the city into a smaller scale, and renamed it as Konstantia. This city 
thrived again, and took the title of capital city from Paphos during those times. Most of the ruins today do stand 
from the Roman era. Arabian Jihad (from 647 AD) and continuous earthquakes led people of Salamis to abandon the 
city, and migrate to the city of Famagusta (Mağusa) nearby. Ancient City of Salamis includes ruins of a gymnasium, 
theatre, Roman villas, Byzantium aqueduct, St. Epiphanos basilica, agora and a Zeus temple 
(http://tr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salamis). 
During the expedition to Salamis, tourist guides Handan and Ziba (2012) reported that visitor schools were 
running short of time, were in considerable numbers leading the introduction of the overall background information 
to them not possible; hence, leading to a lack of efficiency for students as an open-air discussion atmosphere was 
also not feasible back then. 
Postmodern museum keeping after 20th century, on the other hand, supports mutual interactions with the visitors 
rather than one-way. It deals with the needs of the masses, not extend of collections. Today’s education system 
focuses not on the knowledge itself, but on the ways of acquiring that knowledge, such as necessary skills, activities, 
experiences and creative potentials. Hence, progression in museums get considerable attention, leading to the 
necessity of experimental and vital structure of related educational activities (Tomur).  
A historical location as well as a museum helps to sustain cultural heritage and form meaningful relations amongst 
time periods up till current era. This helps to open-heartedly comprehend local and foreign cultures, and eventually 
attains museums a significant role in society (İlhan et al., 18) 
Considering the education services of museums in Western countries, especially when children are considered, 
activities within museums themselves are never the only important factor: Time spent after visits to museums are 
also significant. It was observed that before expeditions to museums, personnel responsible for the educational 
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purposes of the museums visit teachers of related schools and plan a mutual program together with the students. 
Hence, students can make the most of the limited amount of visit time after getting ready for the whole thing. Post-
expedition activities do also get prepared via museum service, via providing relevant working fields for students to 
exercise with newly gathered knowledge. This leads to first-hand experiencing, not only observation-dependent 
learning (Abacı, 1996). 
 
3. Objectives and Significance of Study 
Sole objectives and importance of this study is to show the importance of providing examples relying on first-hand 
experiences to visitors via drama methods in museums and historical locations and providing bridges between 
people and collections on display, which will eventually underline different perspectives on approaching 
communication and learning via re-organizing museums as everyday counterparts of daily life. A mutual 
communication between teachers and tourist guides, hence, do constitute a great deal of focus as a means for 
improving education. The main question this study asks is this: “How can locations such as ancient cities be used as 
means for museum education activates, via the drama method?” Personnel from educational bodies and attendants 
used symbols related with the atmosphere of the location (e.g. white dresses and crowns) strengthened mutual 
interaction; thus improved the efficiency of this study 
4. Target Audience 
14 activities had been designed accordingly with the drama method, regarding surveying the Ruins of Salamis. 12 
tourist guides and 20 teachers joined the study on 17th September 2012.     
5. Examples of Activities 
5.1. The Mosaic Study 
Activity was done within the “pool” area of the Ruins. The leader asked the audience “What do you think the hole 
in the middle of the area stands for?”, to get their attention. Later on the answer of “pool” was given, as well as the 
importance of such a pool (or bath), and its surrounding mosaics for local citizens of Salamis during that times 
 
The leader, than, said: “Now, we are workers, or slaves constructing this pool. We wish to garnish this pool by 
putting mosaics on everywhere, as the Goddess of beauty, the Aphrodites is to come and bathe in it!”. The 
attendants divided into 6 groups, and were given 5 minutes of time to gather pieces of soil or rock from their 
surroundings to use as mosaics. The study, then, took place on pieces of tough paper being laid on the actual pool 
area. The study then finished: “Our work is done! Now, we, each and every one of us, are the Aphrodites who came 
to see this pool. Let’s say something for the pool, every single one of us, and be gone!” 
5.2.  The Corridor Study – What Should Tefkoros Do?  
The leader directed the audience to the appropriate area.  Audience, in turn, aligned in two rows to form a corridor 
themselves. A mythological story had been told, regarding the constructing of the ancient city: “Tefkros of the 
Achaens of Greese, the son of Telamon, being the king of the island of Salamis, could not intercept with the suicide 
of his brother, Ajax, during the battle of Troy. Hence, his father did not allow him to his homeland. Tefkros, in turn, 
gathers his swordsmen and a group of hostages of war and lands on “Achaion Akte” (Shore of Achaeans) located 
within the Karpaz peninsula of Cyprus, during 1184 BC. He stays there for a while but as the location is not 
habitable, he moves from there. He surveys the whole coastline with his ship, and lands on this very soil we stand 
upon. Should he stay here or not? Should he build a city here? He has to decide!”. 
One of the audiences was chosen as Tefkros, and was asked to walk through the corridor. On his way, rest of the 
audience in the corridor should have told him their thoughts on the issue. Tefkros, in turn, was expected to decide 
and give reasons for his justification of decision. 
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5.3.  Conversations of Salamis  
Attendants were given salami sandwiches and encouraged to engage in discussions on Salamis. Some of the main 
topics covered are stated below. 
Bread became the main nutrient for people of Greece and Rome. After the addition of eggs and oils, bread was 
counted amongst luxury foods of those times. Breads having paler colors were reserved for rich people, whereas 
breads not having a significant taste or so were given for poor’s. Data on Salami were found amongst ancient Greek 
papers and during the 5th century BC. In addition to this, literature research also revealed data on salami and 
sausages from as early as 9th century BC. The name for Salami hypothesized to be given after the name of the city 
itself. A German cookery book describes the preparation of salami, from 225 BC. During 1876 Italian farmers 
transfer the concept of Salami to Hungary. The product got a huge attention in short time, as 9 work places were 
immediately established to start its production. Then, the name changed to Hungarian Salam. They do still have a 
brand name of Salamis for salami in Italy. 
5.4. Improvisation Activity – The First Beauty Contest 
The audience formed 3 groups with 4 people for each, including 2 teachers and 2 guides, on the road of columns. 
The leader provided every group with a photograph from mythology as well as a half-story related with the photo. 
Audience was then asked to think on the possible endings of stories and improvise the incidents. 10 minutes were 
assigned to each group, and groups perform at the end of the duration. 
6. Results and Discussion 
Applied education should be considered to support improvements for museum education and sustain tourist guide-
teacher mutual interaction. Examples of activities should be malleable to every educational atmosphere, the 
developmental stages of students and their differing needs. Self-motivation of education personnel is crucial, as 
asking questions like “what am I doing now, and how will I reflect this for future use?” keeps active involvement of 
creative drama with other available methods. There should not be the worry of a hypothetical necessity to show 
every single item in a museum during expedition; rather, interesting and appealing objects should be focused on 
only. Attendants must also be left with individual or group thinking times during such visits. Activity examples 
regarding the use of creative drama use in museum education and its relevant scientific background should be 
enhanced.    
Combining museum expeditions with education and assigning personnel to form bridges between museums and 
schools is crucial. This, nevertheless, educates students about the museums themselves. In addition, transport of 
items from museums for specific durations at schools could no doubt enhance the communication vice versa. 
Museum education holds a potential to aid education at schools. Drama method in museum education encourages 
perception, intrigue, empathy, critical thinking, and allows for gaining practical skills. It is clear that objectives 
being hard to attain in class are easier via means of museum education (Adıgüzel, 2003, 31). 
We live in an ever-changing, ever-developing world. We need creativity to be in accordance with the world 
around us, as well as improving our very own lives with respect to the necessity to be involved with contemporary 
advances. Flexible, courageous and risk-taking people who can practically use their skills as well as actualizing their 
selves leads to more democratic means; hence, different perspectives on education should be an un-ceasing focus of 
research (http://www.yaraticidrama.org). 
Throughout the interviews done with 12 tourist guides and 20 teachers (2012), it was reported to be a pleasurable 
activity to survey through culturally and historically noteable locations. It was told to give strong memories, leading 
to the feeling of being actually alive during the thriving periods of such places. This, it was told, does not bore 
people and actually emphasizes empathy with the locals of those times. Hence, museum education was strongly 
supported and involvement with such activities was highly rated. It was also underlined that teacher and tourist 
guide interaction should be compulsory. It can only mean better for us when the suggestions on engaging in related 
activities in other museums or locations are considered.   
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Interviwed with Salamis Ruinsri tourist guide Handan Çelik at  6 Agust 2012 . 
Interviwed with Salamis Ruinsri tourist guide Ziba  Kaya  at 28 Agust 2012. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
